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The inferior colliculus ~IC! model of Cai et al. @J. Acoust. Soc. Am.103, 475–493~1998!#
simulated the binaural response properties of low-frequency IC neurons in response to various
acoustic stimuli. This model, however, failed to simulate the sensitivities of IC neurons to
dynamically changing temporal features, such as the sharpened dynamic interaural phase difference
~IPD! functions. In this paper, the Caiet al. ~1998! model is modified such that an adaptation
mechanism, viz., an additional channel simulating a calcium-activated, voltage-independent
potassium channel which is responsible for afterhyperpolarization, is incorporated in the IC
membrane model. Simulations were repeated with this modified model, including the responses to
pure tones, binaural beat stimuli, interaural phase-modulated stimuli, binaural clicks, and pairs of
binaural clicks. The discharge patterns of the model in response to current injection were also
studied and compared with physiological data. It was demonstrated that this model showed all the
properties that were simulated by the Caiet al. ~1998! model. In addition, it showed some properties
that were not simulated by that model, such as the sharpened dynamic IPD functions and adapting
discharge patterns in response to current injection. ©1998 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~98!00601-8#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Bt, 43.66.Pn@RDF#
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INTRODUCTION

The inferior colliculus~IC! is a critical structure in the
midbrain because it is the target of almost all ascending
bers from the lower auditory brain stem. In recent yea
there have been diverse studies of the IC, regarding its m
phology and physiology. The physiological responses
low-frequency IC neurons reported in the literature inclu
responses to pure tones~Kuwada and Yin, 1983; Yin and
Kuwada, 1983a, b; Kuwadaet al., 1984!, responses to bin
aural beat stimuli~Yin and Kuwada, 1983a; Spitzer an
Semple, 1991!, and responses to interaural phase-modula
tones ~Spitzer and Semple, 1993!. In addition to the re-
sponses to sustained stimuli, the responses of IC neuron
transient stimuli have also been studied, including respon
to binaural click stimuli~Carney and Yin, 1989! and to pairs
of binaural clicks~Litovsky and Yin, 1993, 1994; Fitzpatrick
et al., 1995!. All of these studies revealed interesting bina
ral response properties of the IC. Recently, membrane p
erties of the IC have been explored by Peruzzi and Oli
~1995! with voltage and current clamping and intracellul
recording techniques on slices of the IC from rats. One w
to understand these separate data is to build a simple
adequate model which simulates all of the above respon

There have been several models that simulated the
from the IC, including those of Sujakuet al. ~1981!, Colburn
and Ibrahim~1993!, Brugheraet al. ~1996!, and Caiet al.
~1998!. Among these models, the Caiet al. ~1998! model
was designed to simulate a wide variety of the properties
IC neurons. This model, however, with its membrane eq
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tions identical to those of the bushy cell model of Rothm
et al. ~1993!, did not describe the sensitivities of IC neuro
to dynamically changing temporal features, as represente
nonoverlapping interaural phase difference~IPD! functions
in response to interaural phase-modulated~IPM! tones
~Spitzer and Semple, 1993! and by sharpened dynamic IP
functions obtained from binaural beat stimuli~Yin and Ku-
wada, 1983a; Spitzer and Semple, 1991!. The mechanism
responsible for these phenomena is still not clear; howeve
is consistent with an adaptation mechanism. Intracellular
cordings from some IC neurons in a slice preparation of
rat midbrain also demonstrated adapting discharge patt
in response to depolarizing current injection~Peruzzi and
Oliver, 1995!. In this paper, the Caiet al. ~1998! model is
modified by incorporating an adaptation mechanism in
IC model neurons.

The simulation results of this model in response to
variety of stimuli are presented. These stimuli include de
larizing current injection and sustained acoustic stimuli, su
as pure tones, binaural beat stimuli, and interaural pha
modulated tones. Although the IC model in Caiet al. ~1998!
successfully described some of these responses, those s
lations were repeated with the modified model so that
effects of the adaptation mechanism on these basic respo
could be studied. The responses of the model to trans
stimuli, including single binaural clicks and pairs of binaur
clicks, were also repeated but are not presented in this pa
since the adaptation mechanism did not affect these
sponses in any obvious way. The responses to trans
4943(1)/494/13/$10.00 © 1998 Acoustical Society of America
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stimuli were very similar to those obtained with the Caiet al.
~1998! model ~Cai, 1997!.

I. METHODS

The structure of the model was identical to the mod
described in Caiet al. ~1998!. A detailed description of the
model structure and each model component is given by
et al. ~1998!. The IC model neuron was driven by an ipsila
eral medial superior olive~MSO! neuron and inhibited by a
contralateral MSO neuron via an inhibitory interneuron, pr
sumed to be within the dorsal nucleus of the lateral lemn
cus ~DNLL !. The MSO model neurons received converge
inputs from model spherical bushy cells~Rothmanet al.,
1993! which in turn were driven by models of auditory-nerv
fibers ~Carney, 1993!. The model MSO cells might also re
ceive inhibition from onset cells, presumably from globul
bushy cells in the anteroventral cochlear nucleus~AVCN!. In
the following paragraphs, we focus on the difference b
tween the current and the previous model.

The membrane equations for the model IC cell we
similar to those of the Rothmanet al. ~1993! model with one
modification. An additional potassium channel was add
simulating a calcium-activated, voltage-independent pot
sium channel which resulted in afterhyperpolarization~AHP!
and therefore modulated the discharge frequency. The cir
diagram of the IC model membrane is shown in Fig. 1. T
differential equation describing the membrane potent
change is

C
dV

dt
1GB~V2EK!1GK~V2EK!1GNa~V2ENa!

1GL~V2EL!1GI~V2EI !1GE~V2EE!

1GAHP~V2EK!5I ext, ~1!

whereC is membrane capacitance. The conductances of
low-threshold, slow potassium channel (GB), sodium chan-
nel (GNa), and delayed-rectifierlike potassium channel (GK)
were described by Hodgkin–Huxley-type equations, as giv
in Rothmanet al. ~1993!. The conductance,GAHP, of the

FIG. 1. Circuit diagram of the IC model which was based on the Rothm
et al. ~1993! model but modified with an additional channel simulating
calcium-activated, voltage-independent potassium channel~dashed struc-
ture!. This channel was triggered by action potentials~APs! in the model.
495 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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channel which leads to the adaptation effects is describe
detail below.

Although there is no direct evidence that the calciu
activated, voltage-independent potassium channel exist
the IC, action potentials with a long tail of hyperpolarizatio
have been observed in the intracellular recordings from
IC ~Nelson and Erulkar, 1963!. In addition, current clamp
responses of IC neurons show both regular and adapting
charge patterns~Peruzzi and Oliver, 1995!. The adapting pat-
tern could be caused by an AHP mechanism, but ot
equivalent mechanisms would give similar results.

The conductance of the calcium-activated, voltag
independent potassium channel was modeled in a simpl
way. Since the IC model membrane did not have a calci
channel, changes in the conductance of the calciu
activated, voltage-independent potassium channel in
model were triggered by action potentials rather than by
associated calcium influx. The conductance of this chan
was increased by a fixed amount half a millisecond after
rising edge of an action potential was detected. Then
conductance decreased exponentially with a long time c
stanttAHP ~500 ms!:

GAHP~ t2tAP20.5!5GAHPmax
expS 2

t2tAP20.5

tAHP
D

3u~ t2tAP20.5!, ~2!

where tAP is the time when an action potential is detect
and the time is measured in milliseconds.

This model was based on the observation that the s
calcium-dependent potassium current followed an expon
tial function with a time constant of several hundreds of m
liseconds in bullfrog sympathetic ganglion cells~Pennefather
et al., 1985!; however, the exact time course of this curre
during an action potential is uncertain. In this model, t
rapid buildup of internal calcium concentration was simp
fied by delaying the increment of the AHP conductance
0.5 ms in our model. This simplification had little effect o
the membrane potential both during and after an action
tential ~Cai, 1997!.

Model parameters other than those related to AHP w
identical to those used in the IC model of Caiet al. ~1998!.

II. RESULTS

A. Single action potentials

Since the presence of the AHP mechanism changed
differential equation of membrane potentials defined in Ro
manet al. ~1993!, it was important to examine the membran
dynamics of the model before the model was used to sim
late the responses of IC neurons.

A very short current pulse~1 ms in duration! with suf-
ficient level ~200 pA! to trigger an action potential was ap
plied to the model neuron. The current associated with a
rhyperpolarization,I AHP, and the membrane potential wit
and without this current are depicted in Fig. 2~A! and ~B!,
respectively. The amplitude of this current was very sm

n

495Cai et al.: IC binaural model with adaptation
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thousands of times smaller than those of the sodium cur
and other potassium currents during an action potential.
extended tail ofI AHP ~only the initial part is shown! was
caused by the slow decay ofGAHP, which had a time con-
stant of 500 ms in the model. The model prediction of t
current could be compared with the simulation result of
other study conducted by Yamadaet al. ~1989!. Their model,
which was built for bullfrog sympathetic ganglion cells, in
corporated sodium and calcium channels, along with th
types of potassium channels, including a calcium-activa
voltage-independent potassium channel. In their model,
calculated time constant ofI AHP at the peak of internal cal
cium concentration was 0.5 ms, which was comparable to
0.5-ms delay followed by the abrupt onset ofGAHP in our
model. The shape ofI AHP in our model resembled Yamad
et al.’s ~1989! model. The dip ofI AHP a few milliseconds
after the onset in both studies was caused by the hyperp
ization of membrane potential@cf. Fig. 2~B!#. The current
increased as the membrane potential returned to its res
potential before a very slow decrease to zero. The t
course of membrane activity was slower in the Yamadaet al.
~1989! model, due to its overall different membrane dyna
ics. Also the rate constants in their model for the bullfr
were normalized for 22 °C, rather than 38 °C as in this stu
for mammalian neurons.

The action potential generated by the models with A
is shown in Fig. 2~B!. This curve completely overlaps wit
the action potential generated with the model without AH
Although I AHP became dominant when other currents
turned to zero after an action potential, it was still too sm
to make any noticeable difference~with current values of

FIG. 2. ~A! Current associated with the AHP (I AHP) following the injection
of a 1-ms depolarizing current of 200 pA starting at a time of 1 ms.~B!
Membrane potentials of the IC models.
496 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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model parameters! in the membrane potential compared wi
that of the model without AHP. Note, however, that a ser
of action potentials would result in accumulation of calciu
~a superposition ofI AHP components in our model! so that
the membrane potential would eventually be affected by
current.

B. Responses to long-duration current injection

To study the discharge patterns in response to lo
duration currents, depolarizing currents with a duration
250 ms and current levels of 250, 350, and 450 pA w
applied to the model. The discharge patterns of the mode
shown in the left column panels of Fig. 3. At a low curre
level ~e.g., 200 pA!, only one action potential was generate
at the onset of current injection~not shown!. When the cur-
rent was 250 pA@Fig. 3~A!#, five action potentials were elic
ited. As the current level was increased, a continuous str
of discharges was generated. Note particularly that the in
spike interval of the discharges increased during the cur
pulse. In the simulation of current injection of 350 pA@Fig.
3~C!#, the discharge rate dropped dramatically after 170
so that the interspike interval~ISI! did not linearly change
with time. At a current level of 450 pA@Fig. 3~E!#, the ISI
was a linear function of time. The conductance of AHP
creased by a certain amount after each action potential. S
the time constant ofGAHP was very slow, the conductanc
accumulated and the threshold of action potentials bec
larger as a function of time. This increase in threshold in tu
meant that a greater depolarization was required to gene
an action potential. Therefore the response rate varied w
the history of response. This kind of response pattern w
referred to as an adapting discharge pattern.

A comparison between the responses of our earlier
model ~Cai et al., 1998! ~right column, Fig. 3! and the re-
sponses of the current IC model~left column, Fig. 3! showed
the effects of AHP mechanism on discharge patterns. A tr
of equally spaced action potentials was produced for the
ration of the current at each current level in the earlier mod
At a high current level, the model neuron was depolariz
quickly so the response rate was also high. Since the curr
associated with each action potential lasted only a few m
liseconds, previous action potentials did not affect succes
responses. Hence a constant response rate was prod
This kind of response pattern was referred to as a reg
discharge pattern.

Notice that the model cell produces multiple action p
tentials in response to high-level current injection; this res
is not consistent with recordings from bushy cells, whi
respond with action potentials only at the onset of curr
pulses~Oertel, 1983; Wu and Oertel, 1984!, and thus repre-
sents a limitation of the model of Rothmanet al. ~1993!.
However, this sustained response to current injections is
a limitation for modeling many IC neurons. Peruzzi and O
iver ~1995! described three response patterns for IC ce
regular and adapting cells had sustained responses to cu
injection similar to those shown for the model cell~Fig. 3!.
They also described cells with onset responses to cur
injection for which the limitations of the Rothman bushy ce
496Cai et al.: IC binaural model with adaptation



earlier IC
the bottom
FIG. 3. Discharge patterns of IC models in response to three levels of external depolarizing current. Left column: current IC model. Right column:
model~Cai et al., 1998!. The levels of current are shown on the top of each figure. The current was presented between 50 and 250 ms, as shown in
panels.
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model would be a factor; cells with onset responses to c
rent injection were not considered further in this study.

All three types of discharge patterns have been obse
in disk-shaped cells and stellate cells of the IC neurons of
rat ~Peruzzi and Oliver, 1995!. No correlation, however, ha
been found between the morphology of the neurons and t
response types. For the adapting and regular discharge
terns, the interspike interval as a function of time during
current injection could be described as either a linear fu
tion or two linear functions crossing each other, depend
on the current level~Peruzzi, personal communication!.
These observations are consistent with the simulation res

In the following sections, the simulation results of the
model neuron to acoustic stimuli are presented, including
responses to pure-tone stimuli, binaural beat stimuli,
interaural-phase-modulated stimuli.

C. Responses to pure-tone stimuli

The responses of IC neurons to pure-tone stimuli h
been studied extensively by presenting tone stimuli with
delay between the signals to the ipsilateral and contralat
sides. The IPD functions obtained from IC neurons vary
497 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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shape@Fig. 3 of Yin and Kuwada~1983a!#. Some of them
have a single prominent peak in one phase cycle, while o
ers have more than one peak in a cycle. When the stim
frequency is changed, the shape of the IPD functions m
change~Yin and Kuwada, 1983b!. Besides the binaural prop
erties, monaural tone stimuli have also been applied to st
the phase locking of the IC neurons~Kuwadaet al., 1984!. In
this section, the ITD sensitivities of IC neurons to to
stimuli at various frequencies and their phase-locking pr
erties were simulated.

1. ITD functions

The pure-tone stimuli in the simulation were 65-dB si
waves with a duration of 3 s. The frequency of the tone w
at the characteristic frequency~CF! of the model neuron,
which was 500 Hz, unless otherwise indicated. Only o
sweep of the stimulus was presented. The response rat
each ITD was calculated from the number of action pot
tials during the last 2 s of thestimulus. The parameters of th
MSO and IC model neurons were identical to those used
the Caiet al. ~1998! model for corresponding stimuli. The
497Cai et al.: IC binaural model with adaptation



FIG. 4. IPD functions of the IC model neurons when the inhibition to the IC was varied. The CDs of the contralateral MSO model neurons were260 ms ~A!,
50 ms ~B!, 150ms ~C!, and 400ms ~D!.
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inhibitory input parameters to the IC were systematica
varied so that three levels of inhibition were obtained: we
moderate, and strong, as in Caiet al. ~1998!.

The IPD functions of the IC model neurons with fo
different characteristic delays~CDs! of the contralateral
MSO model neuron are shown in Fig. 4. At a high excitato
input rate, the response of the IC saturated at a low r
Therefore none of the IPD functions followed that of t
ipsilateral MSO model neuron, which had a maximum
sponse rate of about 230 spikes/s, even when the inhib
was weak or nonexistent. Both unimodal and bimodal IT
functions were generated with different inhibition leve
Compared with the results from the earlier model~Cai et al.,
1998!, the overall response rate of these neurons decre
dramatically when the AHP mechanism was incorporat
especially the response rates near the peaks of the IPD f
tion of the ipsilateral MSO model neuron. The basic prop
ties of the IPD functions are consistent with physiologic
data for both models.

2. Changing stimulus frequency

The ITD functions of the IC model neurons at thr
frequencies, 400, 500, and 600 Hz, were generated.
stimulus intensity and duration were the same as thos
previous simulations. Figure 5 shows the ITD functions
the ipsilateral MSO and IC model neurons~with the CD of
the contralateral MSO model neuron at 50ms! at the three
frequencies. These IC model neurons are the same as
498 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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of which the responses are shown in Fig. 4~B!. The ITD
functions of the ipsilateral MSO model neuron@Fig. 5~A!#
were sinusoidlike functions with a frequency equal to t
stimulus frequency. By visual inspection, these functio
showed a common peak at the CD of the model neur
which was 100ms, and the relationship between the me
interaural phase of the response and the stimulus freque
is linear. The ITD functions of the IC model neurons, ho
ever, did not show a common peak at a certain ITD@Fig.
5~B!, ~C!, and ~D!#. None of the ITD functions of these IC
model neurons followed that of the ipsilateral MSO mod
neuron because of both the adaptation mechanism and
inhibition from the contralateral MSO model neuron. For
IC model neuron with only excitation from an ipsilater
MSO model neuron with a low response rate, such that
response of the IC model neuron was not saturated, the p
of ITD functions at different frequencies would be at th
same ITD, as in the MSO model neurons.

3. Phase locking to monaural stimuli
The phase locking of the IC model neurons was stud

in the same way as the earlier model~Cai et al., 1998!. A
monoaural tone of 500 Hz was used in the simulation. Fig
6 shows the mean synchronization index of the ipsilate
MSO model neuron and IC model neurons with weak, mo
erate, and strong inhibition. The CD of the ipsilateral MS
was 100ms and that of the contralateral MSO was 50ms.
Two values of the excitatory synaptic strength were studi
i.e., 25 and 16 nS. The synchronization index of the
498Cai et al.: IC binaural model with adaptation



FIG. 5. ITD functions of ipsilateral MSO and IC model neurons at different frequencies.
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model neuron with strong inhibition and excitatory synap
strength of 16 nS was not plotted, because the calcul
index did not pass the Rayleigh test~Cai et al., 1998; Mar-
dia, 1972!. It can be seen that in both cases, the synchro
zation indices of the IC model neurons were slightly low
than those of the ipsilateral MSO model neuron. The s
chronization index decreased as the inhibition became st
ger. The decrease of phase locking was greater in the ca
16 nS, when the relative inhibition was stronger.

The membrane potential was also influenced by the

FIG. 6. Synchronization index of ipsilateral MSO and IC model neuro
The excitatory synaptic strengths were 25 and 16 nS. The IC model neu
with weak, moderate, and strong inhibition are represented by ICw, I
and ICs, respectively. The synchronization index of ICs at 16 nS is
shown due to the failure of the Rayleigh test~Cai et al., 1998; Mardia,
1972!. The CD of the ipsilateral MSO was 100ms, whereas that of the
contralateral MSO was 50ms. The synchronization index was the average
those obtained from monaural stimuli of the two sides. Stimulus wa
500-Hz monaural tone with a duration of 3 s.
499 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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tory of the response of the neuron. The variation in me
brane potential affected the time of firing and thus the ph
locking. In this case, both inhibition to the IC and the ada
tation mechanism contributed to the decrease of phase l
ing. Therefore the synchronization index was lower in t
model with AHP than in the model without AHP~Cai et al.,
1998!. In neither case, however, was the decrease of ph
locking in the IC model neurons with respect to MSO mod
neurons comparable with that observed in physiological d

D. Responses to binaural beat stimuli

The binaural beat stimulus in this study consisted of t
tones presented to the two sides of the model, one at 500
and the other at 501 Hz, unless otherwise indicated. The
functions obtained from binaural beat stimuli were referr
to as dynamic IPD functions, whereas those obtained fr
pure tones were referred to as static IPD functions.
1. Comparison of dynamic and static IPD functions

The comparisons of dynamic and static IPD functions
IC neurons can be found directly or indirectly in the liter
ture. Normalized dynamic and static IPD functions we
given in Yin and Kuwada~1983a, their Fig. 3!. The dynamic
functions appear sharper than the static ones in that the
plitude differences between peaks and troughs are usu
larger in the dynamic functions. For one neuron, both
peristimulus time~PST! histogram of responses to binaur
beat stimulus and the ITD function of tone responses
given @Fig. 2 of Yin and Kuwada,~1983a!#, the absolute~not
normalized! response

.
ns
,
t

f
a

499Cai et al.: IC binaural model with adaptation



FIG. 7. Dynamic IPD functions~bars! of IC model neurons obtained from binaural beat stimulus along with the static IPD functions~solid curves! obtained
from tone stimulus. The beat frequency and the inhibition level to the IC are indicated on the top of each panel.
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rates of the dynamic IPD function could be calculated a
compared with the static function. Results show that the p
response rate obtained from the binaural beat stimulus~about
96 spikes/s! is much larger than that obtained from the to
stimulus ~about 75 spikes/s!. A more direct comparison o
the dynamic and static IPD functions was provided
Spitzer and Semple~1991!, who showed results in an IC ce
for which the peak of the dynamic function was twice
high as that of the static function.

The dynamic IPD functions of the IC model neuro
with weak, moderate, and strong inhibitions are shown
Fig. 7. Consistent with physiological data, the dynamic IP
functions had the same general shape as the static ones;
ever, the exact response rates were different between the
functions. The dynamic functions were sharper than
static functions, as observed in real IC neurons~Yin and
Kuwada, 1983a; Spitzer and Semple, 1991!. At the peak of
the IPD function, the response to the dynamic-IPD stimu
was higher than that to the static one. At the trough of
function, the opposite was true. For a given IPD, the diff
ence in the stimuli was the history of temporal features.
500 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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tone stimuli, the IPD was kept constant during the ent
stimulus duration, while for binaural beat stimuli, the IP
changed with time. The model neuron tended to respond
strongly if it had responded strongly in its recent histo
~which could be hundreds of milliseconds or even secon!.
The adaptation mechanism enabled the model neuron to
member’’ the history or context of its responses.

2. Rate and direction sensitivities

Some IC neurons are sensitive to the direction and/or
speed of binaural beat stimuli~Yin and Kuwada, 1983a!. The
responses of such neurons were modeled by choosing di
ent input parameters for the IC model neuron. Figure
shows the responses of the model neuron, which had
same parameters as the one in Caiet al. ~1998! which
showed rate and direction sensitivities. This model neu
responded strongly at a lower beat rate and negative
frequency. In this model, the long-lasting inhibitory effe
was still the key for direction and rate sensitivities. The a
aptation mechanism did not have much effect on these
500Cai et al.: IC binaural model with adaptation



t was slow
FIG. 8. IPD functions of a direction- and rate-sensitive IC model neuron. The neuron responded more vigorously when the rate of the binaural bea
and when the direction of the beat was towards the ipsilateral ear~21-Hz beat frequency!.
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sitivities of the IC model, except for small effects on th
overall response rate at a beat frequency of61 Hz. This
model shows some of the properties observed in the ph
ological data, but not all~cf. Cai et al., 1998!.

E. Responses to interaural phase-modulated „IPM…

stimuli

The IPM stimulus is different from the binaural be
stimulus in the extent of the phase variation. For the binau
beat stimulus, the IPD in each beat cycle spans a fixed ra
of 360°, while in the IPM stimulus, both the range and t
mean of the IPD could be varied.

The effect of context or history on IPD-tuning properti
was examined by comparing the responses over equiva
ranges of IPD presented within the context of different d
namic stimuli ~Spitzer and Semple, 1993, reprinted in F
9!. It was found that the IPD functions in each partially ove
lapping IPD range were nonoverlapping. When compa
with the static IPD function obtained from tone stimuli, the
functions often showed an ‘‘overshoot’’~at the rising edge!
or ‘‘undershoot’’ ~at the falling edge!. These data could no
be described by our earlier model~Cai et al., 1998!.

In the simulation, the interaural phase disparity wa
triangular waveform with a constant offset, as it was
Spitzer and Semple~1993!. The carrier frequency of both
tones was set at the CF of the model neuron~500 Hz!. The
modulation frequency was 2 Hz with a modulation depth
90° at various phase offsets. These parameters were ch
such that the IPD changed at the same speed as in the s
lations of binaural beat stimuli and as that used in phy
ological experiments~Spitzer and Semple, 1993!, which was
360°/s. A sequence of stimuli was presented with phase
501 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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set from 45° to 315°, with a step of 45°. Since the step
phase offset equals one-half of the modulation depth~90°!,
the IPD ranges shared one-half of the entire modulat
depth with adjacent stimuli.

The duration of the stimulus was 10 s, and it was
peated four times. The PST histograms of the last 9 s were
averaged and converted to an IPD function. The IC mo
input parameters were identical to those used in the sim
tion of responses to binaural beat stimuli and to those use
Cai et al. ~1998! for the simulation of the same response
except for the addition of the AHP-related conductance.

To compare the responses to overlapping IPD regio
profiles of the individual period histograms are plotted on
common IPD axis. Figure 10 shows the IPD sensitivities
three model neurons, with ‘‘weak,’’ ‘‘moderate,’’ and

FIG. 9. IPD functions~solid curves! of an IC neuron in response to IPM
stimuli, along with the static IPD function~dashed curve!. @From Fig. 7 of
Spitzer and Semple~1993! reprinted with permission.#
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FIG. 10. IPD functions of three model neurons with ‘‘weak inhibition’’@~A! and~B!#, ‘‘moderate inhibition’’ @~C! and~D!#, and ‘‘strong inhibition’’ @~E! and
~F!#, obtained from IPM stimuli~dashed curves!. The solid curves are the static IPD functions obtained from a 3-s tone. Arrows on the top show the
and direction of IPD change in IPM stimuli. The rate of IPD change was 360°/s.
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‘‘strong’’ inhibition, in response to IPM stimuli~dashed
curves!, along with their static IPD functions~solid curves!.
Curves on the left column correspond to increasing IP
while those on the right correspond to decreasing IPD. It
be seen that the profiles of IPD in response to IPM stim
did not overlap with each other, although the trend of
group of profiles followed the general shape of the static I
function. The discharge rate at any given IPD depended
the recent history of the stimulus. A systematic relation
tween the discharge rate in IPM and in static IPD exists s
that the dynamic IPD arcs were always steeper than the s
IPD function, no matter which direction the IPD changed.
the profiles for the two directions~left-hand panel and right
hand panel! of a neuron were plotted together, they wou
not be identical. This result is not surprising since the rec
history was different for IPD changes in opposite directio
The same phenomenon has been observed in physiolo
data~Spitzer and Semple, 1993, Fig. 9!.

The degree of discontinuity between the static IPD fu
tion and dynamic IPD profiles varied over the IPD ran
~from zero to unity!. For example, from panels~A! and ~B!
502 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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of Fig. 10, it seems that the difference between dynamic I
profiles and the static IPD function near an IPD of 0.55~the
trough of the curve! was not so apparent as those elsewhe
Since the slope near the trough of the static IPD function w
sharper than anywhere else on the curve, the impac
changing IPD was not as obvious. Thus there was a limi
maximum response-rate change for a given set of parame
of the IC model. When the rate change or slope approac
this limit, the effect of dynamic temporal features was n
apparent.

Although the majority of neurons~more than 90%! is
sensitive to dynamic stimulus features, the sensitivity var
among these units~Spitzer and Semple, 1993!. The three
model neurons in Fig. 10 also showed different sensitivity
temporal stimulus features. The one with ‘‘strong inhib
tion’’ @Fig. 10~E! and~F!# was the most insensitive neuron o
the three. The low overall response rate and sharp IPD tun
were the causes of the relative insensitivity. Different AH
parameters, e.g., the time constant and conductance in
ment, might also result in different sensitivities for dynam
502Cai et al.: IC binaural model with adaptation
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IPD variation. Variations in these parameter values were
explored.

III. DISCUSSION

Simulation results demonstrated that the IC model w
an adaptation mechanism was able to simulate diverse ph
ological data of the IC, including the responses of IC neur
to depolarizing current injection, pure tones, binaural b
stimuli, and interaural phase-modulated tones. In particu
this model was able to simulate response properties that w
not described by the IC model without the adaptation mec
nism ~Cai et al., 1998!, including the adapting discharge pa
terns in response to current injection and the sensitivitie
dynamic temporal features.

Based on the physiological model in Caiet al. ~1998!, a
single channel added to the membrane equation is adeq
in describing these features of the IC. If a generic mo
were used, the modification might be more complicated
less physiologically interpretable.

A. Adaptation in the IC

Although the sensitivity of IC neurons to interaural d
lay has been studied in detail, both with tone stimuli a
binaural beat stimuli, the difference between the static
dynamic IPD functions has received little attention. The a
aptation of IC neurons as reflected in the response rate
been observed not only in the binaural responses, but als
monaural responses. For example, neuron 78197-5 in
wadaet al. ~1984! showed a slow adaptation in response t
1-s tone applied to the contralateral ear.

A model for an IC neuron that included an afterhype
polarization current (I AHP), simulating a calcium-activated
voltage-independent potassium current, was able to show
adaptation observed in physiological data. TheI AHP has been
found in many sites of the nervous system in different s
cies, e.g., bullfrog sympathetic neurons~Pennefatheret al.,
1985!, hippocampal pyramidal neurons~Sah and Isaacson
1995!, rat skeletal muscle~Romey and Lazdunski, 1984
Blatz and Magleby, 1986!, neuroblasma cells~Hugueset al.,
1982! and vagal motoneurons in the guinea pig~Sah, 1995!.
However, it is not known whether a calcium-activate
voltage-independent potassium channel exists in the IC.
afterhyperpolarization, which has been observed in the in
cellular recordings of the IC~Nelson and Erulkar, 1963!,
could also be explained by a slow inhibitory postsynap
potential. If this were true, then there would be three can
dates for the inhibitory inputs to the IC.

First, intrinsic inhibitory circuitry might exist within the
IC. Immunocytochemistry studies demonstrated that up
20% of the neurons in the central nucleus of the IC are GA
or GABA-positive ~Oliver et al., 1994!. Since most, if not
all, of the neurons in the IC contribute local axonal collat
als ~Oliver and Morest, 1984; Oliveret al., 1994!, the
GABAergic neurons in the IC are expected to contribute
local inhibitory synapses. Many GABA-positive neurons a
large or medium sized. Some of them have processes
ented in parallel with the fibrodendritic laminae; therefo
these neurons may be disk-shaped cells with axons confi
503 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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to the lamina of origin. Hence it is possible that they provi
a delayed suppression to other neurons with similar CF.

Second, the input might come from the corticofug
pathway. Anatomical studies have demonstrated cort
thalamic, cortico-collicular, and colliculo-olivary efferen
pathways. Recent tract-tracing studies in the cat have d
onstrated descending projections from the auditory corte
all subdivisions of the IC, including the central nucleus~Fe-
liciano and Thompson, 1995!. It was shown that electrica
stimulation of the primary auditory cortex~AI ! inhibited the
acoustically evoked responses of neurons in the inferior
liculus in bats~Sunet al., 1989!. Electrical stimulation of the
AI of the cat also generated excitatory postsynaptic pot
tials ~EPSPs!, inhibitory postsynaptic potentials~IPSPs!, or
EPSP-IPSP sequences in IC neurons~Mitani et al., 1983!.

Third, the inhibitory input from the ascending pathwa
e.g., from DNLL, is a possible source. The GABAergic sy
apse from the DNLL contributes to one third of th
GABAergic synapses in the IC~Shneidermanet al., 1988!.

The responses of the inhibitory input to the IC must
highly correlated with those of the neuron to which it
projecting. Otherwise, the dynamic responses may not fol
a consistent rule when compared with the static IPD se
tivity. If the two neurons are highly correlated, a simple ne
ral circuit to implement this function would have the IC ne
ron send inhibition to itself with a short delay simulating th
neural transmission time. This recurrent inhibition can
modeled in exactly the same way as the AHP in the simu
tion presented in this study, except that the reversal poten
of the channel associated with the AHP may not be the
tassium equilibrium potential. The simulation result shou
be similar to that obtained in this study.

It is important to note that this inhibition cannot repla
the inhibition from the contralateral MSO in the model. Th
inhibition cannot explain the ITD-dependent echo suppr
sion observed in the IC, since internal inhibition linked to t
cell would allow only the leading stimulus with an ITD tha
evokes a strong response to be more suppressive. Altho
no data are available on both the ITD dependence of e
suppression and IPM response from a single IC neuron,
unlikely that the adaptation and echo suppression origin
from the same source. The former is much weaker than
latter. The neural mechanism that causes dynamic sensit
requires further study.

There are several other ways of creating neural mod
tion, including changes in the amount of neurotransmitt
released at presynaptic sites; changes in the synthesis, t
port, and processing of neurotransmitters; and changes in
conductances of ion channels of the membrane. It is unlik
that the neural modulation~or adaptation! in the IC is com-
pletely caused by these factors, since adaptation was
served with the injection of depolarizing currents~Peruzzi
and Oliver, 1995!, which were not related to neurotransm
ters. The postsynaptic adaptation mechanisms include
spike ~e.g., M current! and postspike~e.g., AHP current!
mechanisms. The M current is activated at a membrane
tential between the resting potential and the threshold of
tion potential, whereas the AHP current is activated by c
cium influx during an action potential. These tw
503Cai et al.: IC binaural model with adaptation
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TABLE I. Summary of the abilities of MSO~Brugheraet al., 1996!, IC model without adaptation~Cai et al.,
1998!, and IC model with adaptation as described in this paper. ‘‘A’’ indicates that the model can describe th
property of data. ‘‘3’’ indicates that it cannot.

Properties MSO IC without adaptation IC with adaptation

Unimodal ITD functions A A A
Early or late inhibitions A A A
Bimodal ITD functions 3 A A
Direction and rate sensitivity 3 A A
ITD-dependent echo suppression 3 A A
Sharpened dynamic IPD functions 3 3 A
Adapting discharge pattern 3 3 A
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mechanisms can be differentiated by measuring the po
sium current before and after an action potential and mea
ing the potassium current at different voltage clamp leve
They can also be separated by applying different antagon
Experiments such as these have not been reported.

B. Adaptation and binaural sluggishness

The adaptation mechanism included in this model mi
be hypothesized to affect sound localization ability, es
cially the localization of a moving sound source, to emph
size changes in the acoustic environment. It has been sh
both empirically and in simulation that the dynamic IP
functions are sharper than the static functions. Provided
the response rate of an ensemble of IC neurons is an ind
tion of a sound source in the azimuthal plane~Yin, 1994!, the
localization of a sound source moving within a given ran
in azimuth should be perceived moving in a wider range
the rate of movement is high enough. It was found in p
chophysics that when a sound motion was too fast to
followed, a ‘‘wider’’ or ‘‘more diffused’’ image was per-
ceived~Grantham and Wightman, 1978!. This finding is con-
sistent with expectations from this model.

Psychophysical studies show that the auditory sys
responds sluggishly to changes in the interaural differen
~Grantham and Wightman, 1978! and to the motion of a
sound source~Blauert, 1972!. Specifically, when a sound
source moves rapidly, the motion can not be followed ‘
detail.’’ It is not clear whether the adaptation in the IC
related to the mechanism of binaural sluggishness. Psyc
coustic experiments~Grantham and Wightman, 1978! lead to
estimates of frequency cutoff of the binaural system of ab
10 Hz, corresponding to a time constant of about 16
which is much shorter than the time constant of adapta
~500 ms! in the model. Thus the adaptation in the IC see
to be too slow to be responsible for binaural sluggishnes

A recent study by Joris~1996! explored the possible
correlation between physiology and psychoacoustics rel
to binaural sluggishness. Interaural-correlation-modula
stimuli, similar to those used by Grantham~1982!, were pre-
sented to anesthetized cats. Single-cell recordings were m
from IC neurons. The function relating sensitivity to mod
lation, represented by the synchronization index versus
modulation frequency, shows a cut-off frequency near 50
on average. The cutoff frequency is much higher than t
measured psychophysically by Grantham and Wightm
oc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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~1978!, and indicates that sluggishness is probably due
mechanisms at higher levels in the auditory pathway.

C. Comparison with previous models

A trend in neural modeling is to include more phys
ological details in the models. The physiologically bas
models available so far that are most relevant to the mo
presented in this paper are the MSO model by Brugh
et al. ~1996! and the IC model by Caiet al. ~1998!. The
difference between the IC model of Caiet al. ~1998! and the
IC model in this paper is that the current IC model incorp
rated an adaptation mechanism. The abilities of these th
models are summarized in Table I.

The MSO model~Brugheraet al., 1996! can show uni-
modal ITD sensitivities in response to binaural tone stim
and binaural beat stimuli. It can also show early or late in
bitions in response to binaural clicks.

In addition to properties demonstrated by the MS
model, the IC model without the adaptation mechanism~Cai
et al., 1998! shows bimodal IPD functions with som
choices of the inhibitory parameters from the contralate
MSO. It may also show sensitivity to the direction and t
speed of the binaural beat stimulus, when the contralat
inhibition lasts for a long time~tens of milliseconds!. In re-
sponse to pairs of binaural clicks, the model neuron show
ITD-dependent echo suppression. The responses of
model to depolarizing current injections show regular d
charge patterns.

The IC model with the adaptation mechanism demo
strated sensitivities to dynamic temporal features not sho
by the IC model without the AHP mechanism. These sen
tivities are represented by the nonoverlapping IPD profiles
response to interaural phase-modulated stimuli, by a sh
ened IPD function obtained from binaural beat stimulus, a
by the changing response rate in the course of current in
tion. All of these features have been observed in physiolo
cal studies of the IC. The responses of the model to trans
stimuli were not changed as compared with the Caiet al.
~1998! model, since the adaptation mechanism had little
fect if it was triggered infrequently.

Both of the IC models showed a decrease in phase lo
ing to monaural stimuli as compared with the MSO mod
In the current IC model, further decrease of phase lock
was contributed by the adaptation mechanism; therefore
decrease in the synchronization index was more obvio
504Cai et al.: IC binaural model with adaptation
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However, the degree of phase locking was still high co
pared with physiological data.

In the current IC model, the excitatory inputs to the
from ITD-sensitive neurons were responsible for the unim
dal or sinusoid-like ITD functions of the IC. The inhibitio
to the MSO from onset cells was the cause of early inhibit
observed in the IC model neuron. The inhibition to the
from ITD-sensitive neurons was important for the behav
of the model that distinguished the IC from MSO, such
the bimodal ITD functions, ITD-dependent echo suppr
sion, and direction and/or rate sensitivities. This inhibiti
was also the source of late inhibition in the simulation of t
responses to binaural clicks. The adaptation mechanism
important for producing adaptive discharge patterns
sharpened dynamic IPD functions.

Alternative structures of models for the IC exist a
could be evaluated. For example, an IC model which
ceives excitatory input from an ITD-sensitive neuron a
inhibitory input from a monaural neuron should be able
describe unimodal ITD functions, early inhibition and la
inhibition. If it has an adaptation mechanism, it will als
describe adaptive discharge patterns and sharpened
functions. It will not explain the ITD-dependent echo su
pression, the direction/rate sensitivities, and bimodal I
functions. A MSO model with inhibition and an adaptatio
mechanism would show the same properties as this alte
tive IC model, including unimodal ITD function, earl
and/or late inhibition, adapting discharge patterns, and sh
ened ITD functions.

D. Tests of the model and model predictions

The current model can be modified to address the s
plifying assumption of the relay at DNLL. With a bette
understanding of the responses of the DNLL neuron, a mo
of the DNLL could be built and incorporated as an input
the IC model. It is expected that such a model would sim
late more properties of the IC, such as the strong onset i
bition.

The mechanisms of the model could be tested with s
eral types of physiological experiments. The hypotheti
mechanism for the adapting behavior following discharge
the IC neuron is afterhyperpolarization caused by a calciu
activated, voltage-independent potassium channel. It wo
be of interest to test this hypothesis by blocking the calci
influx. If the adaptation is not calcium dependent, oth
channels or mechanisms might be responsible.

In the current models, it is assumed that the early in
bition comes from monaural neurons. This assumption
be tested by applying a binaural click following a monau
click. The bimodal ITD functions and direction and/or ra
sensitivities in the responses of the model are caused by
interaction of excitatory and inhibitory ITD-sensitive ne
rons. This mechanism can be tested by blocking the inh
tory inputs to the IC.

The model can be used to predict the results of ph
ological experiments. First, since the ITD-dependent e
suppression is presumably caused by the inhibition from b
aural neurons, the recovery curve with a monaural lead
click should fall between those of the strongest and wea
505 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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suppressions obtained with binaural leading clicks with v
ied ITDs, based on the fact that the monaural response ra
a binaural neuron falls within the range of the responses
its bad ITD and good ITD. Second, short binaural no
bursts with various durations on the order of a few millise
onds followed by binaural clicks at good ITDs could be pr
sented at varied interstimulus delay. If these stimuli we
presented to the neurons which show long-lasting IT
dependent echo suppression and sustained responses to
lasting stimuli, it is predicted that the recovery function f
different noise burst durations would not differ, since t
inhibition to the IC is presumed to be driven by the stimul
onset. Third, if long-duration binaural tone bursts~e.g., 50
ms in duration! followed by short binaural tone bursts~e.g., 5
ms! were presented to direction or rate-sensitive neuro
keeping the ITD of the lagging tone at a good ITD and va
ing the ITD of the leading tone, it is predicted that the r
sponses to the lagging tone would depend on the ITD of
leading tone, due to the rate-dependent nature of the afte
perpolarization adaptation mechanism.

IV. CONCLUSION

The incorporation of an adaptation mechanism mad
possible for the model to simulate the sensitivity of IC ne
rons to dynamic temporal features such as modulation
interaural phase and the adapting discharge patterns in
sponse to current injection. At the same time, this mec
nism did not deteriorate the abilities of our previous
model ~Cai et al., 1998! which does not include an adapta
tion mechanism.

In conclusion, models for IC neurons with simple stru
tures are consistent with a large amount of physiologi
data. These models contribute to our understanding of s
eral mechanisms involved in binaural processing. In orde
show essentially all the observed properties of IC discha
patterns, a model requires ITD-sensitive excitatory inp
ITD-sensitive inhibitory input, and an adaptation mechani
such as afterhyperpolarization.
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